WHEREAS, United South and Eastern Tribes Incorporated ("USET") is an intertribal organization comprising twenty-four (24) federally recognized Tribes; and

WHEREAS, the actions taken by the USET Board of Directors officially represent the intentions of each member Tribe, as the Board of Directors comprises delegates from the member Tribes' leadership; and

WHEREAS, Indian Tribes are sovereign indigenous nations, with rights of self-government pre-dating the United States; and

WHEREAS, the Constitution of the United States, treaties, statutes, and executive orders acknowledge the sovereign status of Indian Tribes as governments; and

WHEREAS, President Bush issued an Executive Memorandum to all Executive Departments and Agencies to work with Indian nations on a government-to-government basis and to consult with Tribes before taking any action that could have an impact on any Indian nation; and

WHEREAS, Indian gaming is an essential aspect of Tribal self-government and the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) recognizes that Indian gaming is essential to Tribal economic development, self-sufficiency, and strong self-government; and

WHEREAS, IGRA's statutory language acknowledges Tribal government authority to use Class II "technologic aids," independent of Tribal-State compacts; and

WHEREAS, five Federal Court of Appeals rulings have upheld the right of tribal governments to use Class II technologic aids; and

WHEREAS, the National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) issued a definition regulation on June 17, 2002, acknowledging the right of Tribal governments to use Class II gaming; and

WHEREAS, the NIGC has proposed a Class II Technical Standards Regulation that threatens Tribal rights to use Class II technologic aids contrary to the statutory language of IGRA, Federal Court decisions and NIGC's 2002 Class II definition regulation; therefore, be it

RESOLVED that the USET Board of Directors calls upon NIGC to engage in meaningful consultation with Tribal governments regarding the Class II Technical Standards Draft Regulation in an effort to accommodate the legitimate concerns of Tribal governments; and, be it further

RESOLVED that the USET Board of Directors calls upon the NIGC to follow the statutory definition of bingo, acknowledging Tribal government authority to determine appropriate bingo prizes, the size of bingo cards, the timing of bingo card selection, the use of auto daub features,
RESOLVED that the USET Board of Directors calls upon the NIGC to respect the role of Tribal gaming regulatory agencies as the primary regulators of Indian gaming and provide for due process in NIGC agency rulings; and, be it further

RESOLVED that the USET Board of Directors calls upon the NIGC to amend the Class II Technical Standards Draft Regulation to fully incorporate Tribal government comments and concerns and provide a new draft regulation prior to publishing the proposal in the Federal Register.

CERTIFICATION

This resolution was duly passed at the USET Annual Meeting & EXPO at which a quorum was present in Verona, NY on Thursday, October 28, 2004.

Keller George, President
United South and Eastern Tribes, Inc.

Beverly M. Wright, Secretary
United South and Eastern Tribes, Inc.